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NUCLEAR DETERRENCE

'INTRODUCTION

7--

After the second world war, the United States'

monopoly of nuclear weaponsl perMitted it toattemd/

6to deter aggression by announcing a poricy of "massive
retaliation" agai st any nation which might attack

the U. S. or 1 allies. As the Soviet nuclear capa-

bility ex nded during the 1g5O'S, theeffectiveaes

of this . olicy as-adeterrent came=intoqmes ioa. It
ointed out (notary by A''.Wohlstetter[1,]) thaft

46
a well-coordinated surprise nuclear atarc upon U.S, --

airbases could conceivably. reduce the retaliatory
force to a point where tligLresidual retaliation might
be risked by a,determincd or desperate aggressor.

This developmeneprompted emphasis on maintaining

TdrcesNhichcould withstand an all-out Soviet attack

and still retain the ability to visit overwhelming

retaliation upon the aggressor's population centers.

The retaliatory attack wa5.to be sUffici nt to assure
the destructison of the aggressor state as a,viable

society [2], so the policy becaIe'known n assured
destruction policy. '

To assure partial invulnerability, part of the

manned boater force was kept airborne at all times

and another part was maintained ip a state oli,readiness
to ke...Off'dn short notice. The bomber force was

Supplemented.bY missiles carried aboard nuclear sub -

marines.and by land-bases missiles emplaced in-under-

ground reinforced concrete "silos". Each of these

three forces was to be able to carry alone the burden
of deterrence should a surprise technological development
render the other two,vul.nerable to attack.

0.

,10

1

-

The effectiveness of a retaliatory force s a ,

deterrent depends, of course, on how much of it can
*J.

be destroyed by, a surprise attack and hence oh the .

forces a potential aggressor can commit to sgch
4

an attack. During the past two decades Sovietnuclear,
forces have Increased rapidly. At letlst two eXPlana-,

2tiong can be advanced for this increase. It might be

that the Soviet leaders are seeking the ability to
reduce the U.S. deterrent force so greatly by a sur

ipitse attack that they would feel they could survive

the sdbsequent retaliation. (This is not to say they

intendto make a surprise attack; the ability to do

oul' suffice to gain concessions:) On the othei-

hand, it might be that they merely wish to have the

same sort of deterrent against the U.S. which the U.S.
holds against them. In the former Lase, if the U.S:

'attempts to mOntain its deterrent,what,are the relative

economic burd ,ens on.the two parties in the resulting

arms race? In the latter case, does, the mutual attem14._
at deterrence lead to an unlimited arms race or does
it settle-down to an,equilibrium in which each party

is satisfied that the other is effectively deterred?
In racent years, other nations than the W.S. and the

Soviet Union have begun to develop nuclear weapons.

These-weapQns may eventually come to play 4 significant

role in thestrategic calculations ofsthereat powers.
What Iwill be their effect? These- are th quest' s we
address in this Module. If we pose' the pro em in

coltplete generality, allowing for al1 types-of forces
and the possibility of each type.attacking 4 being
attac et by all the others, the formulation becomes

overwh lmingly complex. We will avoid this by concen-

trating solely on land based missile forces. Because
of the olicy that each of the forces should et capable .
of serving alone as a deterrent [7] andbecause of
the current relative inefficiency ofattacking land
based missies froM bombefs and submarines, this

r
Cl
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1

restricted problem is more relevant than dt might at
,..,-...,

flest teem, even though it does not account far, toe
- e..:%.,.

4,
*14 range of interactions whiCh:must be cohsidered
in force planning.

1 .

..-. .
...

.1. A LINEAR MODEL

.

In casual talk one mightslaysomethinge,

"Suppose,it takes two Soviet missiles,on the average,
to destroy one U.S. missile." The first model we

1./ piFsent is based on a general "exchange ratio" concept.
of this type. -

r
I

Suppose n different parties are attempting to

maintain Mutual deterrence. It is presumed that

al nce between these parties may occur in any

fas ion./ (A dependable ong:termalliance can be
regarded as a single party:) Each party must be

prepared tp deter not only -each one of the, others

individually hut, the most threatening possible alliance

of all other parties against it. SupposeDparty i

has 14.-Misiiles a4d that it takes p of party j's

missiles,'"owthe average" to destroy one 'of party

i's missiles. Then the fraction '
' I

,

3 .-The;NUMber -of Missiles j has
_

(1)
, Pi i. The Number'of Missiles j needs

fo"Destq One-of i's Missiles
,

iT the _number of-i's missiles that j' is likely to be

able-to .destroy. Accordingly, the sum
,

.0
,

(2) E -p..
j#i 31 -

is the number of missiles'that i would be likely fo

lose,in a coordinated attack by all the other parties.

Suppose also that party i judges_ th'at the expec-
.

tationofhishavingf.missiles perational for

8
3

retaliation._after attack'would suffice to deter such
an attack. Then party i twill feel secure if

(3) M..- E M./p >-r..
Ji 1

, o

If party i wants to minimize the number of missiles,

(and hence, presuMably, costs) the equality will }io d.

We oan thus find the 'Minimal mutual deterrence posture
.by solving the system of simultaneous equations

-

M. - "E M. /p.. = r i =3. 3i i'

r
(4)

Note, towev6r, that this will be meaningful only if

all the solutions are positiv?. If some solution Mi

turns out to-be negative, the Jonditions (3) cannot

be met in-reality and attempting to achieve mutual

deterrenCe on these terms yin result in an unlimited -

arms rake.

It-is-instructive to write out specifi 'olutions

for the ,two party .case (n =,21.' We have from (4

M1 --m2"21 = r1
(5)

Ml /P12
142-' r2"..

a....
gSolvin this system yields

Pl2r2 P12Pa1r1
M,

° Pl2P21
r (6)

cfnrx, t1)2012rzM2 et.
P
21 12 - 1 r?

gr.

.
.

-..

Thus in -thit_model stable mutual deterrence canexist,..,

provided
P12P21 > 1; in particular if'it takes at

'least one missile, "on the average"; to destroy a

missile.. This might seem a reasonable condition-for it
,

_missiles carrying one warhead. (Silas are spgced far

, 9
. II

r a
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enough apart to avoid the possribility of more than.ne
being damaged by a /ingle matheadi The. iiltrocluction,

qf multiple independent warheads on each missile (MIRY),
%. .

_hovemer,-makos--te-as-s-upt-i-oirlTSI-es-ritTilable since .the

indeperident warheads from a single'-mi;ile can. attack

several -Silos:
.1

Some further insight can be gained.by considering.
,

° Ithe totally symmetric case in which each party has

the- same technology and desires sb that p = p. r15.- i
mi = M for all i and -j, We pen have from (4) ,'

.,

M - (n - 1) M/p A r n.

' , f
.

d hence ...

..

(7) M = Pr/(P 4- 1.-4) .-'

.

, . .
.

Thus we Oe that in this case there can be no stable.

mutual deterrence unlessvp,i. 1 > n. For the three

party case, stability cannot exist unless p > 2,
. .

i.e. it takes more than two missiles to. estroy a
,

.single missile. Sincetthe'teahnology,a ilable in

the early 1970's was widely believed'to yield P <.),
.

we would conclude from this'maitl that an attempt by,
.

three equal, parties to achi4ve_ mutual bterrence,using.

current technology would lead to aA infinite arms race.

Thukt4kdevelopment of MIRY and thee develoPent ef_

,

many nue'ear powers appear-An this model to threaten-
even a \theonetiAl possibility of stab' ity. We_will'

10.1. 'see in the next section.that although t ese develop7,

ments'may indeed be escalattiry, their effect is vastly
.01'

- aKerestimated by.the model we have-presented in 'this
sect'VbA.

..
-

r P
Exercises"

a

1.1 yer:ify that the non - symmetric two party solution Yields
the_signmetric_solutionin case P12 = 1521, r1 qr2

10

5

'. .4,
1.2 In a twrparty situatibn, suppose only pne party is

. ,
4 . fol lowing a deterrent policy. The other party "L%building'

_missiles at a rate M2(t) = kt. Find M1 (t), the mil?imal
'deterrent force the first partwust hold as a function
of time, assuming M1(0) -,ri. Draw a-graph of M1(t) if
k.t= 100 missiles per year, 'n 12 P21

= 2 and r1 200'.
.

1:3° For thessyrtmetric case it is not unreasonable to resume

that the required retaliatory force is 'proportional to
the number of partiest to' be deterred; r = -P 1)y.

ASsuming.this and pi.= 4, compute M/y.asa function of n
.'or n ='2, 3, 4. (Hole that ie becomes infinite for

n ,5)4

.
V

,

7. A NONLINEAR MODb

. - .

. The model presented above embodies a. fallacy in
4s very -formulation. The concept of an exchange ratio.

"on 'the aveta&C,although It appear% acceptable in .

verbal "analysis", turns out to be te-ctinically'me ning-
--,,,

less unless we specify phYcl.Si;e of force/
I

s in'advance.

It is fallacious to treat as a "constant" aquantity
e

which depends on the sizes of the.forces whenwe
attemptto.compdte.the required force sizes. A more

careful and exact.probabilistic akalysis is required. .

..
Let us suppose that'each, of-the M. missmissiles of_party .

..

j'carries .11.
7

independently- targeted warheads,-eqch
.

ij. ,

Jaying probability
p of'destroying.one of party,i's .

M. missiles,in its,silo if it is targeted on _it: Ifr 1

M. divides p.M. evenly, theft -each of M, missiles Would,* *,i t i
be targeted by

3

p,M.M. of
.

j 's warheads. If this'diy,ision
3 3 1 ,

..

is not even, the %leftover warheids will,be distributed

over silosehosen at random fi.ota'apong the M.1. (It.

.can .arbe)proved that this is the most effective attack,
.

but the.mathematiis ils more complicated than'we require ,

.

1 :
.

. 6_4,--

. '1
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for this module.'' The thedrem needed is given in, -

[4].) The'probability of a partitulalOilisile being
a

chosen for
a the residual,targeting is thus just the 44:--

fractional ph'rt of p.J Ms/M.1. For conveWience, let,

us introduce the notation Lx.1 for the integer part

of x (the greatest integer ± x) and <x>, for the

. . fractional part of x, <x> = Ix] : Then each Of'

''the M. missiles is definitelyitargeted by [1.:W/M.1
JJ

' warheads and the probability' of a particular missile*,

being targeted and destroyed by oneeof the leftover:;,

warheads is <u.M./M.1 >p. Each warhead's attack
J J

on a missile can be regarded as an independent titial,

so the probability of a particular missile surviving

the'attack(by party j's missiles is
t

Nfts, I [u-M-/M-]
(1 pij) J J

i
(1 - <ujIAJI/Mi>Pii)

Thqs the condition that the expected number of'missiles
surviving- attack by a coalition of a 1 other parties

should exceed r is

Au-M- /M-] ; ''
-M. R (1 -,p..-/ J J ' (1 - <p.M./M.>p..) > r. '.

1 .zi 13 - - j j ssi ij 3.

Jr,
, i

, ,Two .conclusions are immediately apparen.. First, '

Stable,mutual!deterrence postures always exist. Second,
, .. 4 I f , ,

no particular parity or ratio betleen the'missiles., ::-

-,held by the various parties is necessary:, Mdtual

reterrence'pastures exist for any , Spetified rat4o.-:-.-
,.o...To See-these -rigats,:tonsider-anrarblirail;',6olleq,lon

.r-A

-'replaced.py-fheir positive multiples OMf, aMi, teMs4,r,

;.2,/aM; the.terin p.M.TM. apPearingin (8) rem4inunchang6,_ _ ,,

`''t'- sOhe left :side of the` inequality is increased by 1,. ,..,,k

AI . . t .st-..*

.?,preCiSefi the factor-a, Thus, by choosing a sufficiently
'

large:;*the forces. CM1, 012, alS!i4.'. dMn will constitute ..
....

_mutual.deteirence posturesfOr alithe'parties .

A-
!7,4.-

I.,

}

The problem of solving the minimal deterrence

proglem4obtained.by, setting the inequalities (8)" to

equality is quite .complicated and algorithms for its

solution are discussed in detail in [31. Here we:

will only consider,the symmetric case, Which is easily
solved and which is quite indicative of the general
behavior of the solutions. V ...

Letw.-.14, p
ij

= p, p. = p. We might also 4'

.postulate that the retaliatory force rtquiredi

proportional to the number of parties to be deterred:

ri= (n-1)y.'

For. this' symmetric case(8) becomes

In-1)u
(9) . > (n 11)Y

so minimal deterrence is achievedby

(10)
. M = (n -1)y(1-- p)- (n -1)u.

If we regardM as a function of n we can write this as

(11)
n-1

MYn ) ft.tal.)

y

Suppose for instance that in deterrence between two

equal parties each requires M(2) = 1000 missilei in

order that a retaliatory fOrce y = 200 should survive

an all-out attack, by the other, then M(2)/y = 5., The

introduction of a third equal party,. with each attempt-

ihg-to deter, would'the other twe, require .

4.
,

] 3

,

0 2 *?:4' '45 Q

so each:of th-three parties would-require 10,000

missiles ratter than the 1000. 'required for- the two
. .4

paity'case.%Forjounparties we have

1'. 2'4. -.: :" "
,'..-

--Y. (5) 3 = 375 .

1 40

13
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ti

so each party would need 75,000 missiles. We see that

even though it is not theoretically impossible for

more than twb parties to 'establish mutual deterrence,

the demands on resources posed by such a task are

excessive and mety be practically impossible. It is

interesting to speculate that this practical difficUlty

may necessitate formation of the'sort of stable fang-

term allincewhich we noted earlier could be treated..

,as a single party for planning purpos'es.

An alternative situation of interest is that in

which a sm%ller.third power acquires a relatively

small nuclear capability consisting of M3 missiles

,without attempting to hold a deterrent posture against

. the two major powers,. This third power could collude'

with either O:the two major.poWers in an attack on

the Other and it might attempt to wrest some advantage

from this ability to influence the "balance of power."

,13y how much must-the major powers increase their forces

to neutralize this effect? Again we assume eqUality

of the Major-..powers p M .< M = M
1

= M2 and write3 3 2, p3

for.p13 7 p23. The mutual deterrence equations for

tparties. 1 and 2 againsethe possible alliance becomes

-
.4.411

I [11 M -A]
4 3 3(12) . M01.=p) 11 (1-p3) (1 -p3 <u3M3 /M>) 7 F.

Since 'we are presuming p3M3 < M, we have [u3M3/M] = 0,
<pe

3
/A> =

3 3
/M And hence

(-31- M = r(1 :p):P.-+ p3p3M3 .

Thlis it Suffices for each of the major powers merely

..to increase its missile forces:by an amount somewhat

less than.the total number of warheads'mounted by the. 0

third-power in order to neutralize any influence the

third poker may attempt to exercise.

.9

14

Exercises

2.1 For the symmetric Case p1 = p2 = 2, ri = r2 = 200, °

1312.= p21 = I.; suppose that party 2 insists on always

having twice as many missiles as party 1: M2 = 2M1.

Find the minimal deterrence posture satisfying this

additional constraint.
.4

4

2.2 Verify that for the two party case 1312
1321

pi =1:2= 1, r1 = 100, r2 = 150, tht-least cost,solution

is M
1
= 220, M

2
= 260.

2.3 In a two party situation, suppose that only one party is

following a deter:rent policy. The other party is build-

ing,missiles at a constant rattM2(t)= kt. Draw a

graph of M1(t) if k =1100 missiles per year, D
12

p21
'

= ,p2 41, ri = 200, assuming M1(0)

2.4 Assuming p = 1/8, p = 2, compute M(n)/y for n = 2, 3, 4, 5

for the symmetric n-party situation:

.3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO MODELS

At first, glance, there would appear to be little

.relatioriship betWeen the two models we have discussed.

In fact we will show that the linear model is an

dpproximationto the nonlinear model which holdst

when the probabilities p. are very small, i.e. when
.

-the missiles are ivirtually invulnerable to one another.'

Thus the linear model was not an inaptIropri one to

use in the late 1950's and early 1960tS when his,was

generally believed to be the. case.

Suppose x is a very, small quantity. _Bythe

binomial theorem we know. that

(14) (1 - X)111 = 1 - MX4- M(111-1) 2
2 x + ...+ (-x)rn

15
10
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If 'x is very small, its higher powers are even

smaller. (If x = 0.1; x2 = 0.01; x3 = 0.001.) Thus .

. .. .

' }terms these higher powers can be neglected

in the expression above and we can write approximately

(15) (i - X)i z-r- mx .

Let us apply this Observation to the nonlinear

deterrence inequality (8) assuming plj to be.so small

that terms involving fts higher powers can be neglected.

That is, let us use (15) with x = p.. and m = [u.M./M.], 1
to. replace the :expression

aj

[11-M-/M.]
(1 - pij) 3 -1

in'(8) 'by the expression
4

(jMj/M0Pij
At'

4

When'this Is done, (8)'becomes

(16) .n m Jp )(1-<p M >p ) > r

In computing the product we may further eliminate any

term involving mire than.one factor p., since such
.

terms Lill also.be negligible. Xliminating'such
4

terms,,weobtain

(17)

.

Mi [1, E y

.S i " 1 2ri

Since. <x> = x, this is

(18)

-M.(1 - .M /M. ) p > r..- 3.1

R. - E p.M.p.. > r.
-, 1 3 13 1

,

'Which his precisely the form of (3) ftife 'Ukdhange

ratios' pair are taken 'to be 1/p.3 p. i.e,'each offli

missiles
11 '

3 1
destrOys'"on the, average" p.p.. of i's,

.. 7

'which is quite in accord with our,soxpecations about

.what these ratios shouldbe. The linear model is

thus a fairly good approximation in restricted cir-

cumstances. The difficulties arise when-one attempts

to apply the model outside these circumstances.

Then it can be quite misleading, and one mustresort

to the more complicated nonlinear model to gain

insight into'the'problem- in applying "reasonable

seeming" linear models of anKprocess, one must

)always be wary of drawing conclusions which involve

'quantities becoming very large. (Questions of

stability usually fall in this category.) Almost

invariably the linear model must be replaced by a ,

:*
more complicated nonlinear model tp deal successfully,

with such questions.

Exercises ..

3.1 Complete the solution given by the linear model to the

two party case for p
21

a p
12

2, r
i

. 100, r
2

= 150

and compare it with the solutions fa the nonlinear

model verified in Exercise 2.2 What do you conclude?

3.2 Compare the results of ExeKiise 1.2 and 2.a., Whatado

you conclude?

J.3 Compalle the results of Exercise 1.3 and 2.4. What do you

' Conclude? ,'

1

4. :ON THE USE OFVERASE VALUES'

In all of the computations' above we have dealt with

-...mean values. The criterion for Tleterrenceyas that the

expected retaiiatory,force should:be adequate. The

number of misiles actually surviving attack- would be

a random variable..: There remains, therefore, the

question of how much confidence can be placed in the



results. Perhaps an average value is misleading and

one-must have greater forces to have suffiCient

confidence that the required retaliatory forces would

survive. One can compute, for any case, the increase,

in force size required to provide any desired level
.

of confidence in having the specified retaliatory'

force survive. In practical cases the force increase

required for 95% confidence has always been found to .

be substantially less than209: of the forces indicated

by the mean calculations. The increase for 80%

confidence is usually substantially below 10%. Thus

the use of mean values in our calculations is not

grqssly misleading and only.a moderate 'upward.adjust-

ment of force sizes is required if the parties demand'

high confidence in the survival of an adequate deter-
rent. To see how such calculations are done, let us

consider the case of two equal parties segking a

minimal mutual deterrent. We have seen that the

probability of a-missile surviving an all-out attack

in this case is P= (1- p)P. The probability of

exactly N out of Msurviying is given by the binomial

distribution.

(19) RN ( -
p)M-NMI

NI(M-N)!

and the probability of . r.
at least surviving -is

M
,(20)

N
1.
r

1014,I (J.-r
M.

, a

, This CoUld easily be computed for small M, but or
MP(1 it is more ,'convenient to Use thi,

normal approximation to-. the binomialkdistrihdt

',and-consult tables of the error function.

-

Exercises

4.1' It Mp(I- P) is much greater than 1 then the sum

*
1 13,

I

'4
M! N M-N

tom(7741ff P (1- p)
N=r

closely approximated by

CO

I e-x2/2 dx =

K

Afiere-K = (r - MP 1/2)/MP(1 -P).

(The error in this approximation is leis,thgn 0.03 for

P,= 1/8 and M > 1000.)

0

Given that

E(-0.84) = 0.8

'E(-1.28) = 0.9

E(-1:65) = 0.95,

compute the excess number of missiles (over that indi6ted

by the mean value computation) required respectively for

0.8, 0.9, and 0.95 confidence in having a retaliatory

. force 0,r =250 survive attack in a two-party symmetric

case where

`a ) p = 1/2, p = 3

b) p = 3/4, u =.3.

(The nonlinear model is tobe used, of course.)
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1.1 M

1.2 M

Pr + p2
p 2

1

6 . ANSWERS TO EXERCIEEat

_ P(P+ 1.) r-;
03+ 1)(P -11)' p- 1'

+M2 /p =
21

-= 206 + 50C

.10/M2 = 100t.

1.3

+It/Pm

4(n - 1)
y 'p+ 1,n 5 to
n = 2, 7M = 4 =- 1.33

'.= 3 M I 8, 4

12.n =-4, M-. = =

'
M I

lity)14
".10P,.n =-* 5, :-- a .=.':(itistabi...;

,

r

M2(1
Ltiff-2-] m,

p) a - 1)4p '>4; r.
M2

Pf M2 = = 2, p = 1/2, r = 200 :this -becomes

M1(1 - 2.0 > 200

Z14,1
1

(1 1/2) > 200

M
1 '> 3200, M

1 >`200.

Thus the solution is M1 = 3200, M2 = 6400.

2,2 {pmi-j [226200]
= 1, M2

= 40 2<uM13
220 11

n 220'ti] [

[ MI 260] =. 0'
.m

1 220'..-2-66.

. ,

[
Um-]

M2

M1(1 P) I1. P <114q1> 14

1 1

11) F 1. M220

{0M111.]

M2(1 p)

.
o ,

N .._

;_:-'

,) 260 -a = 150.2 o z
1 1 11 15

' b

= 110 10011 =

Mi'
p<Pa->

a12

,

r
2

1 16



osy
[14 :
"M'

2.3 M:
1 P12' P12<Pr->

1

M
2
= kt

[°j"I.*.'(M1 1
,"

T P12) 1 PWITr> r1.

kt I

.Let,n = (100t/M1 ):

(

° '.1 _11.
m,i.

00.t . -11 )

t

M1(1 + 3.),-. 2n : 200 +-50t:

Initially, n = O so
-

. HI = 200 + SOt

=.2n- s 200 .

until 100t = M = 200 + 50t (i.e r at t = 4), when
n = 1, then

l
+3.00t/

m

+ 200tuntil 100't = 2M1 1600
3

(i.e., a 16), when
n = 2, then 4

M
1

2 400 + 2'5t t

and so. forth.

*2.4' M
! 1) (1 .Y-

7 -y(n-l)
1)(e

64 n-1
= (n' 1) 40.

17

4.0

EY ll 1.306

Ell 3.412
Y

Eil 6.685
Y

1 M(51 11.641.

3.1 ale.linear model yields

2.150 + 4..100 700
233 1/34 - 1 .3

2-100 + 4.150 800./.1
2

-
.-

y- 266 2/3.3

The nonlineaTmodel yielded M1 = 220, M2 260.,
'!he' linear model gives a fair approximation Toor

p small and small total numbersif weapoilS, but
it overestimates the requirement for weapons.

C

1

3.2 The two models agree out to t = 4, where M1 = M2 = 400.
Beyond that point the linear model overestimates
the' required M

I The overestimation-progressively
increases as M2 inicreases and eventually becomes
-vaet. According to the linear model, this arms
race costs' the would-be agrs/sor twice'as much
annually as the defender. According to the non-
linear model, the defender has an-ever increasing
advantage. The cost ratio becomes 3:1 after 4

years, 4:1 after 16 years, etc.

6 ...The linear model again overestimates the required
forces in all cases. The errqy:is not bad for
n = 2, but it bectimes progressiyely worse as the
number of`parties increases.

23 -
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1
.

.

4.-1 r2+ m2112 + - - 2r141P - r-+ MP = MP(1 P)K2
4'

. .

P2M2 + (P 2rP - P(1 - P)K2s)M E. r2 -T +

0

14
r K29 -P) +4r - 2 I
F IP f

The nominal value of M given by he. nonlinear

model is r/(1-p)11 = . This 'th excess required

to provide confidence is

1
T

1

2P,

1

0'

Am' = V-(121 4r - 2 1

K2(1-P) 2P

0

For 414 we'have

r = 250. ,Thus

p = vee..3,..P =

]AM =. K2 y 11 1 4

"70

= 3.5 (K2 + /K4+ 1141K2) - 4.

sltFor 0 confidence; K = -0.84

AM(0.8) z 98.

Since M = =.2000, the increase is.roug44 5%,

from 2000-to 2098.

1

'

AM = (10 +' /1(4

In this

AM(0.8) = 833, 1M40.9) = 1305, tM(0.95) = 1711.

998 64 K2)
63 32

= 31.5 (K2 + r + 1014K2 32- .

case the nominal M is 64,000 and we have

For 0.9 confidenCe, K = for 0.95, K = -1:65.
N

We
ow
can thus compute

AM(0.9) 7 153 AM(0.95) = 201.

For 4.1b we again 41,ave,r = 250, but p = 3/4, u =

P = = 1/64. Thus

19
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- Student:

out this
xou give

Your Name

STUDENT FORM 1" _

Request for Help

'Return to-:

-EDC/UMAP --

55 Chapel St.

Newton, MA 02160

If you.have troubleWith a spacific-part of this unit, please fill
forms and take it to your instructor foi assistance. The information
will help the author to revise;the unit. , .IR,.4--

-Page

CI Upper

()Middle

Lower

Description

O

OR.

Section

Paragraph

of DiffiCUlty:

OR

(Please be specific)

Unit No.

Model Exam
Problem No.

Text
Pioblem No.

,.

.1nst tor-:' Please indicate your resolution of the difficulty. in this box.
,

t

(2) Corrected errors in'maerials. List corrections.here:
i

O
.

Gave student better explanation, example, or procedure than in unit.
Give brief.qutline"off. your addition here:-

c4sx

1

Assisted student in acquiring general learning and problem-solving
skills (not uaing'dkampies from this unit.)

N I

a

-24

,

Instfuctor's -Signature

1,..
Please' use reverse if'riecessaty.C.



Name

c

STUDENT-FORM 2

Unct Questionnaire

Unit No. Date
Institution

Course No.

Return to:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Check the choice, for each question that comes closest to your personal opinion.
1: How usefulwas the amount of detail in the unit?

.1(3t enough detail to understand the unit
alit would have been clearer with more detail
Appropriate amount of detail
Unit was occasionally too detailed, but this was not distracting
Too much detail;lI was often distracted

]

2. How helpful were the problem answers?

Sample. solutions were too brief; I could not do the intermediate steps
Sufficidnt information was given tosolve the problems
Sample solutiong were tooetailed; I didn't need them

3. Except for fulfilling the prerequisites, how much did you use other sources (for
example,,instruCtor, friends, or other books) in order to understand the unit?

A Lot' Somewhat A Little Not at

4.* HoW long was this unit in comparison to the amount of time you generally spend on
a lesson (lecttire and homeworkassignment) in a typical math or science course?

Much Somewhat About Somewhat Much'.
Longer Longer 401ethe Same Shorter Shorter

5. Were any of the following parts of the unitt6nfusing or distracting? (Check,
agi many as apply.)

Prerequisites

Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)
-Paragraph headings

41*Example's E4

Special Assistance Supplement (if present).
Other, please explain

6. Were any of the following parts of the unit particularly helpful? (Check eamany
as apply.) '

asp

Prerequisites
Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)

4

Examples
1 .

Problems,

%.-Paragraph headings
'table of ,Contents

);:r
.Special Assistance Supplement (if present)
Other,...please explain

.4 .Please describe anything in the unit that you not particularly like. .

-

1"Please Aescribe anything that you found particularly helpful. (Please use the back of
this. shee if you need more space,0


